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Only use this form for:
Beneficial Owners of an account where the account holder is an individual (natural person)Beneficial Owners of an account where the account holder is an entity acting in a fiduciary capacity (disregarded entity)
If that is not the case use CDOK 65145 for Controlling Persons
 
•
 
•
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1 The singular form also includes the plural, and all masculine terms referring to persons refer to persons of both genders.
2 The term "beneficial owner" for AEI means the natural person who, from an economic point of view, ultimately owns the assets deposited with the bank and is documented with Form A under Swiss CDB rules.
3 Further information on the OECD global standard for the automatic exchange of financial account information can be found on the OECD Portal and on our UBS Tax Regulatory Compliance webpage: 
4 The term "country" includes territory or other jurisdiction. In general, the sole fact that an individual receives income from sources or capital situated within a particular jurisdiction (e.g. due to real estate ownership, employment or investments in a partnership) is not sufficient to qualify as a tax resident in that jurisdiction for AEI purposes.
Dual resident individuals may rely on specific rules contained in double taxation agreements (if applicable) for determining their residence for tax purposes.
5 The term "TIN" means Taxpayer Identification Number or a functional equivalent in the absence of a TIN. A TIN is a unique combination of letters or numbers assigned by a country to an individual or an entity and used to identify the individual or entity for the purposes of administering the tax laws of such country.
Some countries do not issue a TIN. However, these countries often utilize some other high integrity number with an equivalent level of identification (a "functional equivalent"). Examples of that type of number include, for individuals, a social security/insurance number, citizen/personal identification/service code/number, and resident registration number. 
6 A list of agreements for the exchange of financial account information, detailed information on the content of the AEI reporting and your rights regarding data protection may be found on our UBS Tax Regulatory Compliance webpage 
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Automatic Exchange of Information ("AEI")
Self-certification Form to confirm the Tax Residence of a Beneficial Owner (natural person)
Account holder1
 
Beneficial Owner2
 
Note: A separate form must be completed for each  Beneficial Owner
 
Based on the OECD global standard for the automatic exchange of financial account information3 ("AEI"), applicable local regulations require UBS Switzerland AG ("UBS") to collect certain information about a Beneficial Owner's Tax Residence(s).
 
Tax Residence(s)
The determination of a person's Tax Residence is based on the tax laws of any relevant country. The domestic tax laws of any relevant country define the conditions under which an individual (a natural person) has to be treated as fiscally resident and consequently is
subject to full tax liability. In general, an individual (a natural person) should be treated as tax resident in any country in which he is subject to tax by reason of his domicile, residence, or any other criterion of similar nature. Depending upon each country's rules, an individual (natural person) may be tax resident in more than one country at the same time (dual residency)4. 
 
For questions on how to determine the Tax Residence status, please contact a legal or tax advisor or relevant tax authorities. UBS does not provide legal or tax advice.
Please complete the following to confirm all Tax Residences and applicable Taxpayer Identification Numbers (TINs) of the Beneficial Owner.
Please list below each country of Tax Residence separately and provide the full name of each country (abbreviations cannot be accepted).
In addition, please provide the corresponding TIN(s). 
 
No TIN is required if:
The Client's country of Tax Residence is Switzerland, or a non-reportable jurisdiction – the list of reportable jurisdictions may be found on the UBS Tax Regulatory Compliance webpage (www.ubs.com/aei-ch), or
The Client's country of Tax Residence does not issue TINs to its residents.
 
 –  –
TIN5
If no TIN is provided, a valid reason has to be stated here:
 
No TIN is required for one of the above reasons (65144).
 
Otherwise unable to provide a TIN (66153). Please specify (mandatory):
The Client and the Beneficial Owner acknowledge and confirm:
 
If the residence address of the Beneficial Owner is outside of Switzerland but not in the same country as the Tax Residence(s) listed above:
In case the residence address of the Beneficial Owner is in a country other than his Tax Residence listed above, it is due to his status as, e.g. a diplomat, student, teacher, trainee, intern, or other (please specify:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ).
UBS can rely on additional documentation provided to evidence such status (e.g. a copy of a diplomatic passport or an appropriate visa).
 
The relevant information contained in other documents held by UBS, including but not limited to residence address, form an integral part of this self-certification form. 
 
The Beneficial Owner is tax resident only in the country(ies) listed above and in no other country.
 
If any Tax Residence listed above is outside of Switzerland, the information contained in this form and relevant information regarding the above mentioned banking relationship held by UBS, may be reported by UBS under its obligations as a Reporting Swiss Financial Institution to the Swiss Federal Tax Administration. 
 
  1.      2.   3.  4.
The Swiss Federal Tax Administration will transmit such information to the tax authorities of the countries listed above as Tax Residence(s) of the Beneficial Owner if those countries have entered into an agreement for the automatic exchange of financial account information with Switzerland6.  
 
The Client undertakes to inform UBS of any change in circumstance relevant to the information contained in this form or other documents held by UBS within 30 days, including but not limited to any future change of residence address or country of Tax Residence of the Beneficial Owner. Until receipt of such information UBS may rely on the accuracy of the information provided herein.
 
 
5.    6. 
Declaration and Signature(s) 
 
By signing this form, the Client and the Beneficial Owner declare that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, all statements made and confirmations given in this form are true, correct and complete.
Based on art 35 of the Federal Act on the International Automatic Exchange of Information in Tax Matters ("AEOI Act") willfully providing false information or neglecting to inform about changes relevant to the information contained above may be subject to a fine. 
Important information regarding Automated Exchange of 
Information for clients with a banking relationship in Switzerland
This document is intended to inform you as required under Article 14 of the Swiss Federal Act on the International Automatic Exchange of Information in Tax Matters (AEI Act). 
 
How does AEI work?
UBS Switzerland AG (UBS) is a reporting Swiss financial institution in accordance with the AEI Act, which is the legal basis for implementing the AEI standard in Switzerland.
AEI requires UBS to identify reportable accounts and report them to the Federal Tax Administration (FTA). Reportable accounts are accounts held by natural persons as well as accounts held by entities. If an account is held in a fiduciary capacity by a natural person or an entity that is not a financial institution on behalf of or for the account of a third party, that third party or the beneficial owner is deemed to be the account holder for the purposes of AEI. In the case of accounts held by entities, the requirement to identify and report may concern under certain circumstances also the controlling person(s). For more detailed information on the terms "account holder" or "controlling person" please consult www.ubs.com/aei-ch.
Only accounts where the account holder or controlling person is a reportable person are reportable accounts. A reportable person is a natural person or an entity resident for tax purposes in a country with which Switzerland has agreed AEI (i.e. reportable jurisdictions).
UBS is required to report information on reportable accounts held by reportable persons annually to the FTA. After receiving this information, the FTA exchanges it with the reportable person's country of residence. Information is only exchanged with reportable jurisdictions. To see the list of reportable jurisdictions, please visit www.ubs.com/aei-ch.
 
What will be reported and exchanged?
The reportable information includes the account holder's or beneficial owner's or controlling person's personal data (name, address, country of tax residence, date of birth, TIN), account information (account number, aggregate balance or value of the account at the end of the year, investment income including total gross amount of interest, dividends or other income and total gross proceeds from sales or redemptions) and the name and identification number of UBS.
 
For what purpose will this information be used?
Generally, the information exchanged may only be made available to the tax authorities of your country(ies) of tax residence and may only be used for tax purposes. In principle and within the statutory framework, it is prohibited for your country(ies) of tax residence to forward this information to another country or to make it available to a person or authority that is not responsible for handling or supervising taxation. The information must be treated as confidential. 
 
What are your rights?
You have the following rights under the AEI Act and the Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection (FADP):
Vis-à-vis UBS:
You are entitled to the full extent of legal protection offered by the FADP. In particular, you have the right to request what information UBS has collected about you and will be reported to the FTA.
UBS provides yearly AEI statements upon request. The statement lists the information which has been reported to the FTA. It must be noted that information collected and reported under AEI may differ from your tax relevant information.
You are also entitled to request that incorrect data in our systems be corrected.
 
Vis-à-vis the FTA:
Vis-à-vis the FTA you have the right to access information. You are entitled to request that incorrect data resulting from errors in the exchange process be corrected.
If the exchange of information were to result in disadvantages for you that are not permissible due to a lack of constitutional guarantees, your rights are set out in Article 25a of the Federal Act on Administrative Procedure.
You do not have the right to access FTA records. This means that you do not have the right to block the disclosure of personal details vis-à-vis the FTA. In addition, you are not entitled to have the legality of forwarding information outside Switzerland reviewed or to block any illegal forwarding and/or to demand the destruction of data processed without a sufficient legal basis.
 
What happens if you do not provide a self-certification?
If you do not provide a self-certification form, UBS must report you to the FTA based on the information that is available to us.
 
What do you need to know?
If, in the capacity as contracting partner of UBS, you are not the account holder for the purpose of AEI (see «How does AEI work?»), or if you are an entity for which UBS is required to identify and report one or more controlling persons, we kindly ask you to forward copies of this document to all relevant persons.
 
Please remember that AEI reporting through UBS does not replace your duty to file tax returns with the tax authorities in your coun-try(ies) of residence.
 
If you have concerns about your tax obligations please consult your legal or tax advisor. UBS does not provide legal or tax advice.
 
To find out more about AEI, please visit www.ubs.com/aei-ch.
 –   –    –    –   –    –
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Entity / Last name, First name (hereinafter the Client)
Date of birth (dd.mm.yyyy)
Last name
First name
Country of Tax Residence
Place
Date
Signature of the Beneficial Owner
Place
Date
Signature(s) of the Client
1
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For internal bank use only
Signature(s) verified / Signed in my presence
OU-Ref.
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